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Clover Moon’s imagination is
her best escape from a life of
hardship in poverty-stricken
Victorian London. When
tragedy plunges her into a
world of grief, Clover realizes
that everything she loved
about the place she called
home is gone. Clover hears of a
place she could run to, but
where will she find the courage
– and the chance – to break
free? And could leaving her
family be just what she needs
to find a place that really feels
like home? Introducing a
brilliant and brave heroine
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from the wonderful world of
the bestselling and awardwinning Jacqueline Wilson.
It is 1943, and 11-year-old
Dewey Kerrigan is traveling
west on a train to live with her
scientist father—but no one,
not her father nor the military
guardians who accompany her,
will tell her exactly where he
is. When she reaches Los
Alamos, New Mexico, she
learns why: he's working on a
top secret government
program. Over the next few
years, Dewey gets to know
eminent scientists, starts
tinkering with her own
mechanical projects, becomes
friends with a budding artist
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who is as much of a misfit as
she is—and, all the while, has
no idea how the Manhattan
Project is about to change the
world. This book's fresh prose
and fascinating subject are
like nothing you've read
before.
The passionate love story that
led to The Bronze Horseman.
They gave up everything to be
together, but love was just the
beginning âe¦ Italian
immigrant Gina, independent,
compassionate and strong,
desperately wants a family.
Boston blue-blood Harry,
idealistic and political, wants
to create a better world. Bound
together by tormented passion,
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they rail, rage, and break each
otherâe(tm)s hearts, only to
come face to face with a stark
final choice that will forever
determine their destiny. Their
journey takes them through
four decades and two
continents, through triumph
and turmoil, from the wooden
planks of the troubled
immigrant town of Lawrence,
Massachusetts, to the marble
halls and secret doors of a
mystical place called âe¦
Bellagrand. From
internationally bestselling
author Paullina Simons comes
the passionate love story that
led to The Bronze Horseman.
A magnificent epic of love, war
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and Russia from the
international bestselling
author of TULLY and ROAD TO
PARADISE
The Summer Garden
The Bronze Horseman
Eleven Hours
The End of Forever Saga
A powerful story of grief and
hope, a passionate and epic love
story from the Russian-born
author of the internationally
bestselling novels TULLY and
ROAD TO PARADISE.
“This has everything a romance
glutton could wish for: a bold,
talented, and dashing hero, a
heart-stopping love affair!”—Daily
Mail (London) Paullina Simons’s
internationally bestselling
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blockbuster The Bronze
Horseman told the heart-soaring
tale of a young Russian
woman’s transcendent love
affair with a Red Army soldier
during the siege of Leningrad in
the dark days of World War Two.
The epic story continues in
Tatiana and Alexander—a novel of
the enduring power of love and
commitment against the
devastating forces of war and the
equally dangerous forces of
keeping the peace. A sweeping,
intensely compelling romantic
historical saga, Tatiana and
Alexander is a Russian Thorn
Birds and a truly unforgettable
reading experience.
Cuddle up at bedtime with this
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funny and comforting debut
picture book from internationally
bestselling author Paullina
Simons.
In the tradition of Ira Levin’s A
Kiss Before Dying and Donna
Tartt’s The Secret History comes
a suspenseful thriller from the
international bestselling author
of The Bronze Horseman—an
utterly captivating story about
four Ivy League students whose
bizarre friendship leads to a
twisted maze of secrets, lies,
betrayal, and murder. As the star
player of Dartmouth College’s
women’s basketball team,
Kristina Kim is beautiful,
intelligent, and fearless. But
though she’s just 21, Kristina
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has already had her share of
heartache, loss, and dark secrets
that haunt her. She’s best
friends with Conni, Albert, and
Jim, but the only one who seems
to really know her is Albert. With
long dark hair, tattoos, and a
rebellious streak, Albert doesn’t
fit in with the rest of the cleancut Ivy Leaguers. Like Kristina,
he has his share of
secrets—secrets that are
beginning to unravel this
intimate circle of friends. One
wintry Thanksgiving weekend
tragedy strikes... When Detective
Spencer O’Malley goes to
investigate something
suspicious at the foot of a steep
hill on Dartmouth’s campus, he
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doesn’t expect that the frozen,
naked body found in deep snow
would belong to Kristina Kim—the
remarkable young woman he met
recently who entranced him. Now
Spencer will never know if the
chemistry he had with her was
real. All he can do is find her
killer. Spencer is pulled into the
strange, complex web of the
surviving friends. Many
important questions about
Kristina’s murder cannot be
answered, such as: why did none
of them report her missing for
nine days before her body was
discovered? The more Spencer
digs, the more clear it becomes
that each of the three has a
motive for killing Kristina. And as
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Spencer, seeking justice for a
dead girl, is led down a labyrinth
of deceit, every new revelation
proves more shocking than the
last….and more dangerous.
“Simons handles her characters
and setting with a certain skill,
creating mystery from the
ordinary, protected lives of these
Ivy League kids, slowly peeling
away their deceptions to reveal
denial, cowardice, and chilling
indifference…an engrossing
story.”—Publishers Weekly
The Bronze Horseman with
Bonus Material
Six Days in Lenningrad
Burn My Heart
Tully / Eleven Hours Duo

Trei died. He got roasted by a
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mage, for trying to be a hero.
Things aren't so bad. At least
he didn't stay dead. Summer's
life was always difficult. Her
world was on the verge of
war, a politician threatening
to take her crown.
Resurrecting Trei was an
accident, but it might be the
last she'll be allowed to make.
See how it all began . . . The
golden skies, the translucent
twilight, the white nights, all
hold the promise of youth, of
love, of eternal renewal. The
war has not yet touched this
city of fallen grandeur, or the
lives of two sisters, Tatiana
and Dasha Metanova, who
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share a single room in a
cramped apartment with their
brother and parents. Their
world is turned upside down
when Hitler's armies attack
Russia and begin their
unstoppable blitz to
Leningrad. Yet there is light
in the darkness. Tatiana
meets Alexander, a brave
young officer in the Red
Army. Strong and selfconfident, yet guarding a
mysterious and troubled past,
he is drawn to Tatiana—and
she to him. Starvation,
desperation, and fear soon
grip their city during the
terrible winter of the
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merciless German siege.
Tatiana and Alexander's
impossible love threatens to
tear the Metanova family
apart and expose the
dangerous secret Alexander
so carefully protects—a secret
as devastating as the war
itself—as the lovers are swept
up in the brutal tides that will
change the world and their
lives forever. Complete with
excerpts from Tatiana and
Alexander (available now)
and The Summer Garden (on
sale June 21), the next two
books in the trilogy, follow
the epic love story of Tatiana
and Alexander from the
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beginning.
An NPR Best Book of 2016 A
New Yorker Book We Loved
in 2016 Named to Kirkus
Reviews' Best Books of 2016
The Millions Most Anticipated
Book of 2016 Flavorwire
Most Anticipated Book From
the critically acclaimed author
of The Virgins, Eleven Hours
is an intimate exploration of
the physical and mental
challenges of childbirth, told
with unremitting suspense
and astonishing beauty. Lore
arrives at the hospital
alone—no husband, no partner,
no friends. Her birth plan is
explicit: she wants no fetal
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monitor, no IV, no epidural.
Franckline, a nurse in the
maternity ward—herself on the
verge of showing—is patient
with the young woman. She
knows what it’s like to worry
that something might go
wrong, and she understands
the distress when it does. She
knows as well as anyone the
severe challenge of childbirth,
what it does to the mind and
the body. Eleven Hours is the
story of two soon-to-be
mothers who, in the midst of
a difficult labor, are forced to
reckon with their pasts and recreate their futures. Lore
must disentangle herself from
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a love triangle; Franckline
must move beyond past
traumas to accept the life
that’s waiting for her. Pamela
Erens moves seamlessly
between their begrudging
partnership and the memories
evoked by so intense an
experience: for Lore, of the
father of her child and her
former best friend; for
Franckline, of the family in
Haiti from which she’s exiled.
At turns urgent and lyrical,
Erens’s novel is a visceral
portrait of childbirth, and a
vivid rendering of the way we
approach motherhood—with
fear and joy, anguish and
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awe.
TULLY -- Tully Makker is a
tough young woman from the
wrong side of the tracks and
she is not always easy to like.
But if Tully gives friendship
and loyalty, she gives them
for good, and she forms an
enduring bond with Jennifer
and Julie, schoolfriends from
very different backgrounds.
As they grow into the world
of the seventies and eighties,
the lives of the three best
friends are changed forever
by two young men, Robin and
Jack, and a tragedy which
engulfs them all. Against the
odds, Tully emerges into
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young womanhood, marriage
and a career. At last Tully
Makker has life under control.
And then life strikes back in
the most unexpected way of
all ... A page-turning thriller
from the best-selling author
of Tully. ELEVEN HOURS -A heavily pregnant young
woman is leaving the
shopping mall to head home
on a horribly hot day in
Texas. Her normal life of
shopping, husband, children,
with the extra excitement of
the imminent baby, stretches
before her. And then she is
bundled into a car and
kidnapped by a desperate
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young man. What does he
want? Where are they going?
The gripping scenes alternate
between the desperate
husband pursuing her by car
and helicopter with an
alarmingly laid-back FBI man,
who may or may not be as
good as he thinks he is at
rescuing hostages, and the
increasingly imperiled wife.
Eleven Hours is a tour de
force of storytelling power
from an author with a proven
track-record of delivering the
goods.
Someone Named Eva
Children of Liberty
I Love My Baby Because...
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The Tiger Catcher
The Mau Mau - the name of a
secret society that once struck
terror into the hearts of British
settlers in Kenya. An episode in
history that ended in a State of
Emergency, with violent and brutal
acts dividing a nation. This is an
intensely personal and vivid story of
two boys: one black, one white.
Once they were friends even though
their circumstances are very
different. But in a country driven by
fear and prejudice, even the best of
friends can betray one another . . .
Internationally acclaimed and awardwinning author Beverley Naidoo
explores new territory in this
beautifully realized and moving
story set in Britain's colonial past.
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From the bestselling, acclaimed
author of Tully and The Bronze
Horseman comes the unforgettable
love story between a college-bound
young woman and a traveling
troubadour on his way to war—a
moving, compelling novel of love
lost and found set against the
stunning backdrop of Eastern
Europe. Chloe is just weeks away
from heading off to college and
starting a new life far from her home
in Maine when she embarks on a
great European adventure with her
boyfriend and two best friends.
Their destination is Barcelona, but
first they must detour through the
historic cities of Eastern Europe to
keep an old family promise. Here, in
this fledgling post-Communist world,
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Chloe meets a charming American
vagabond named Johnny, who
carries a guitar, an easy smile—and
a lifetime of secrets. From Treblinka
to Trieste, from Karnikava to
Krakow, from Vilnius to Venice, the
unlikely band of friends and lovers
traverse the old world on a train trip
that becomes a treacherous journey
into Europe’s and Johnny’s darkest
past—a journey that jeopardizes
Chloe’s plans for the future and all
she ever thought she wanted. But
the lifelong bonds Chloe and her
friends share are about to be put to
the ultimate test—and whether or
not they reach Barcelona, they can
only be certain that their lives will
never be the same again. A
sweeping, beautiful tale that
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mesmerizes and enchants, Lone
Star will linger long in the memory
once the final page is turned.
Love, passion, and friendship
collide on the road trip of a lifetime
in this breathtaking novel from
Paullina Simons, internationally
bestselling author of The Bronze
Horseman and Tully. There’s no
telling where a journey will lead
you… Shelby Sloane has big plans
for the summer of 1981. She’ll drive
cross country in her graduation
present—a classic yellow Mustang.
In California, she hopes to find the
mother who left her behind long
ago, and then return East in time to
start college. Her childhood friend
Gina is desperate to reunite with her
boyfriend in Bakersfield and has
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convinced Shelby to bring her
along. With Gina on board, Shelby’s
carefully mapped-out itinerary is
quickly abandoned. Soon, so is
their “no hitchhikers” rule when
Shelby picks up a mysterious girl
named Candy Cane, who sets them
all on a new and dangerous course.
Streetwise beyond her years and
decked out with tattoos, piercings,
and spiky hair, Candy is on the run
from a past darker than anything the
two suburban girls have ever
known. Candy draws Shelby and
Gina into her terrifying world, where
life as they know it is turned upside
down and there is no place left to
hide.
The second novel in Paullina
Simons's stunning End of Forever
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saga continues the heartbreaking
story of Julian and Josephine, and a
love that spans lifetimes. Is there a
fate beyond the fates? Julian has
failed Josephine once. Despite
grave danger and impossible odds,
he is determined to do the
unimaginable and try again to save
the woman he loves. What follows
is a love story like no other as the
doomed lovers embark on an
incredible adventure across time
and space. Racing through history
and against the merciless clock,
they face countless dangers and
deadly enemies. Living amid beauty
and ecstasy, bloodshed and
betrayal, each time they court and
cheat death brings Julian and
Josephine closer to an unthinkable
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sacrifice and a confrontation with
the harshest master of all…destiny.
A Song in the Daylight
Road to Paradise
Summer Garden
The Green Glass Sea
A compelling, heartrending tale of a
woman in danger and the man who’s
desperate to find her, from the
internationally bestselling author of
TULLY and ROAD TO PARADISE
From USA Today bestselling author
Paullina Simons comes a fascinating
novel of love, betrayal, and the price of
passion. Nothing is ever as it seems…
Larissa Stark is many things. Wife,
mother, devoted friend, and unhappy.
Her seemingly charmed life in a New
Jersey suburb should leave her fulfilled
and content. Instead, she feels
increasingly isolated and empty. But
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when she has a chance encounter with
an intriguing stranger, her idyllic
existence is exposed for the sham it is
and leads her to question everything she
once firmly believed. As Larissa is faced
with one impossible choice after
another, she begins to contemplate the
unthinkable and struggles with the
question that will inevitably change the
course of her life: how does one woman
follow a divided heart? Spanning the
affluent suburbs of New Jersey, the
slums of Manila, and the desolate
beauty of the Australian outback, A
Song in the Daylight is an unforgettable,
powerful story of the bonds that unite
us—and the desires that can ultimately
drive us apart.
A heavily pregnant young woman is
leaving the shopping mall to head home
on a horribly hot day in Texas when she
is suddenly bundled into a car and
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kidnapped by a desperate young man,
in this page-turning thriller from the
author of Tully.
When Violet runs away from home in
1918 to find her suffragist sister, she
ends up in Nashville, Tennessee, where
"Suffs" and "Antis" are gathered,
awaiting the crucial vote on the
nineteenth amendment.
The Hope Chest
Inexpressible Island
Red Leaves
The Girl in Times Square

Internationally bestselling author
Paullina Simons returns with a
sweeping new saga guaranteed to make
you laugh, cry, and fall in love. All the
colors of your world are about to
disappear… Young and handsome,
Julian lives a charmed life in Los
Angeles. His world is turned upside
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down by a love affair with Josephine, a
mysterious young woman who takes
him by storm. But she is not what she
seems, carrying secrets that tear them
apart—perhaps forever. So begins
Julian and Josephine’s extraordinary
adventure of love, loss, and the mystical
forces that bind people together across
time and space. It is a journey that
propels Julian toward either love
fulfilled…or oblivion. The Tiger
Catcher takes readers from the dizzying
heights of joy to the depths of despair
and back again in an unforgettable new
novel from a master storyteller.
Lily Quinn's life is turned upside down
with the disappearance of her flat mate,
incredible revelations about her family
and a personal discovery, all of which
will affect her forever... This is the
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odyssey of two young women, Lily and
Amy, roommates and friends on the
verge of the rest of their lives.
A PREGNANT WOMAN. A
DERANGED PSYCHOPATH. A
DESPERATE RACE AGAINST
TIME. Didi Wood, eight-and-a-half
months pregnant with her third child,
heads to a mall to get out of the
oppressive Dallas hear and get some
shopping done. She is supposed to meet
her husband for lunch at one o' clock.
By 1:45, she still isn't there--she's riding
down the highway at breakneck speed,
with a madman at the wheel. His name
is Lyle, and he has abducted her from a
department store parking lot. But why
he's done this, and what he wants, are
anyone's guess. Now the police and the
FBI have to somehow track him down.
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And a very pregnant Didi must keep
herself and her unborn child alive at
any price--even as they ride closer and
closer in the darkest chamber of a
psychopath's mind.
From the author of the celebrated,
internationally bestselling BRONZE
HORSEMAN saga comes a glimpse
into the private life of its much loved
creator, and the real story behind the
epic novels. Paullina Simons gives us a
work of non - fiction as captivating and
heart - wrenching as the lives of Tatiana
and Alexander. Only a few chapters
into writing her first story set in Russia,
her mother country, Paullina Simons
travelled to Leningrad (now St
Petersburg) with her beloved Papa.
What began as a research trip turned
into six days that forever changed her
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life, the course of her family, and the
novel that became THE BRONZE
HORSEMAN. After a quarter - century
away from her native land, Paullina and
her father found a world trapped in
yesteryear, with crumbling stucco
buildings, entire families living in seven
- square - metre communal apartments,
and barren fields bombed so badly that
nothing would grow there even fifty
years later. And yet there were the
spectacular white nights, the warm
hospitality of family friends and, of
course, the pelmeni and caviar. At
times poignant, at times inspiring and
funny, this is both a fascinating glimpse
into the inspiration behind the epic
saga, and a touching story of a family's
history, a father and a daughter, and the
fate of a nation.
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Stepping on the Cracks
Lone Star
Tatiana and Alexander
Clover Moon
International bestselling author
Paullina Simons delivers a riveting
novel about a young woman whose
search for her missing friend turns
into a life-shattering odyssey. The
truth will change her forever. Living
in bustling New York City, Lily Quinn
has plenty of distractions and is
struggling to finish college as well as
pay her rent. But that all pales in
comparison when Amy, her best
friend and roommate, disappears
without a trace. Spencer O’Malley, a
cynical NYPD detective assigned to
Amy’s case, immediately captures
Lily’s attention. Though he is wary
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and wrestling with his own demons,
he, too, is irresistibly drawn to Lily.
But fate has more in store for Lily
than she ever expected. As she
looks deeper into the mystery
surrounding Amy’s disappearance,
Lily finds answers she never
imagined she’d find—answers that
challenge everything she knows
about her own life. Lily’s search puts
her on a collision course with
tragedy and love, and gives her a
glimpse into the abyss that
swallowed her friend . . . until she
faces a final confrontation with her
own life-changing destiny. “Part
mystery, part romance, part family
drama . . . in other words, the perfect
book.”—Daily Mail
A William Morrow Paperback
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Original The sequel to Paullina
Simons’ thrilling Children of Liberty,
Bellagrand delves into Harry and
Gina’s lives prior to the opening of
Simons's The Bronze Horseman As
Children of Liberty concludes with a
stunning ending—the story is just
beginning. Bellagrand follows Harry
and Gina after the Happily Ever
After. After their whirlwind romance,
Gina and Harry must learn what it
really takes to mesh their families
and their cultures. Readers will be
delighted to see exactly how these
characters fit into the Bronze
Horseman legacy.
In the city that never sleeps, Lily
Quinn feels that other people are
living it up while she is quietly
watching from the sidelines. She
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works as a waitress and goes to
school while juggling the demands of
her dysfunctional family. And then
her best friend and roommate, Amy,
disappears. Suddenly, life takes a
one-eighty turn as Lily becomes
embroiled in a missing person
investigation headed by the rugged
NYPD detective Spencer O'Malley,
who's struggling with a few demons
of his own. Lily finds herself at the
center of an incredible series of
events that will bring her love and
put her in a life and death struggle
against fate itself.
They were ready for anything ...
except the end. The must-read
conclusion to the epic End of
Forever saga by Paullina Simons.
Julian has lost everything he ever
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loved and is almost out of time. His
life and death struggle against fate
offers him one last chance to do the
impossible and save the woman to
whom he is permanently bound.
Together, Julian and Josephine
must wage war against the
relentless dark force that threatens
to destroy them. This fight will take
everything they have and everything
they are as they try once more to
give each other their unfinished lives
back. As time runs out for the starcrossed lovers, Julian learns that
fate has one last cruel trick in store
for them -- and that even a man who
has lost everything still has
something left to lose. Following on
from the heartbreaking The Tiger
Catcher and A Beggar's Kingdom,
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Inexpressible Island is the
unmissable conclusion to the epic
End of Forever saga.
I Survived the Great Chicago Fire,
1871 (I Survived #11)
Tully
The Bridge to Holy Cross
Could an entire city
really burn to the ground?
A woman nine months
pregnant is abducted from
a shopping mall by a man
who wants her baby. The
novel describes the
woman's terror as the
spasms begin, the man
planning to kill her after
she gives birth.
In 1942, blonde and blueeyed Milada is taken from
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her home in Czechoslovakia
to a school in Poland to
be trained as "a proper
German" for adoption by a
German family, but all the
while she remembers her
true name and history.
Tully Makker is a tough
young woman from the wrong
side of the tracks. She
forms an enduring bond
with Jennifer and Julie,
schoolfriends from very
different backgrounds. As
they grow into the world
of the seventies and
eighties, the lives of the
three best friends are
changed forever by two
young men, Robin and Jack,
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and a tragedy which
engulfs them all. Against
the odds, Tully emerges
into young womanhood,
marriage and a career. At
last Tully Makker has life
under control. And then
life strikes back in the
most unexpected way of
all...
A Novel
A Beggar's Kingdom
Lily
The House at the End of
Hope Street
Culled from Hahn's memories of
growing up under the shadow of World
War II, this story has touched young
readers for more than 15 years. This
beloved novel follows two girls who,
after stumbling upon a classmate's
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secret, begin to wonder how they
really feel about the war. Is it really a
good war? Is there ever such a thing?
“Casts an enthralling spell, giving both
characters and readers not only what
they most want, but what they
ultimately need.” —Brunonia Barry,
bestselling author of The Lace Reader
When Alba Ashby, the youngest Ph.D.
student at Cambridge University,
suffers the Worst Event of Her Life,
she finds herself at the door of 11
Hope Street. There, a beautiful older
woman named Peggy invites Alba to
stay on the house’s unusual
conditions: she’ll have ninety-nine
nights, and no more, to turn her life
around. Once inside, Alba discovers
that 11 Hope Street is no ordinary
house. Past residents include Virginia
Woolf, Dorothy Parker, and Agatha
Christie, who all stayed there at
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hopeless times in their lives and who
still hang around—quite literally—in
talking portraits on the walls. With their
help Alba begins to piece her life back
together and embarks on a journey
that may save her life. Filled with a
colorful, unforgettable cast of literary
figures, The House at the End of Hope
Street is a wholly imaginative novel of
feminine wisdom and second chances,
with just the right dash of magic.
Eleven HoursA NovelSt. Martin's
Press
Can true love ever die? The first novel
in a beautiful, heartbreaking new
trilogy from Paullina Simons, the
international bestselling author of Tully
and The Bronze Horseman. Julian
lives a charmed life in Los Angeles.
Surrounded by friends, he is young,
handsome, and runs a successful
business. Everything changes after he
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has a fateful encounter with a
mysterious young woman named
Josephine. Julian's world is turned
upside down by a love affair that takes
him-and everyone else in his life-by
storm. For the two new lovers, the City
of Angels is transformed into a magical
playground. But Josephine is not what
she seems and carries secrets that
threaten to tear them apart-seemingly
forever. A broken man, his faith in
tatters, Julian meets a mysterious
stranger who tells him how to find
Josephine again if he is willing to give
up everything and take a deathdefying trip from which no one has
ever returned. So begins Julian and
Josephine's extraordinary adventure of
love, loss, and the mystical forces that
bind people across time and space. It
is a journey that propels Julian toward
an impossible choice which will lead
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him to love fulfilled ... or to oblivion.
The Tiger Catcher takes readers from
the depths of despair to the dizzying
heights of joy in the first novel of an
unforgettable trilogy of love lost and
found. For all fans of Outlander, The
Time Traveler's Wife and Jojo Moyes.
Bellagrand

Detective Spencer O'Malley
is assigned to investigate
the mystery behind the
death of a young woman,
and during his
investigation, he finds
himself uncovering the
secrets and deceptions of
her privileged friends
"Tully Makker is a tough
young woman from the wrong
side of the tracks and she
is not always easy to
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like. But if Tully gives
friendship and loyalty,
she gives them for good,
and she forms an enduring
bond with Jennifer and
Julie, school friends from
very different
backgrounds. As they grow
into the world of the
seventies and eighties,
the lives of the three
best friends are changed
forever by two young men,
Robin and Jack, and a
tragedy which engulfs them
all. Against the odds,
Tully emerges into young
womanhood, marriage and a
career. At last Tully
Makker has life under
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control. And then life
strikes back in the most
unexpected way of all ..."
- back cover.
A novel tracing the
enduring power of love and
commitment against the
forces of war and the
equally dangerous forces
of keeping the peace
Children of Liberty, the
much-anticipated prequel
to Paullina Simons’s The
Bronze Horseman, is a
story of love and
possibility in turn-of-thecentury America. Gina
Attaviano travels from
Sicily to Boston to start
a new life with only the
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clothes on her back. Harry
Barrington is the son of
one of New England’s most
successful businessmen.
Despite their differences
and the strong opposition
of their families, their
attraction is strong. Set
against a time of
transformation for a
growing nation, Gina and
Harry must find the
courage to do what is
right, no matter what the
price. Deeply emotional
and satisfying, Children
of Liberty features a cast
of characters you’ll root
for as they fight against
their feelings, but
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discover that true love
can never be denied.
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